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Q: What is one of your fondest family memories? 

I asked some of my friends that question this week, and got some interesting responses. Some said 
enjoying Christmas as a family – doing decorations together or getting new clothes for Christmas day. 
Others talked about going (upcountry) with their cousins and swimming naked in the river (look at your 
neighbor, is that their swag?). Others said going on trips and holidays together, enjoying meals as a 
family. My fondest family memory is sitting with my mom and siblings roasting corn and her telling us 
age old stories her grandma told her late into the night. 

If your family is anything like mine, it has its ups and downs. There are times where as a family, you 
experience moments of great joy and excitement - whether it’s conversations you remember fondly, 
trips or holidays you went on, or just moments of silly laughter together. 

But isn’t it interesting that when you were younger you would have picked your friend’s family? 
Remember that family that made you want to say “I want to live with them. They don’t have any rules. 
They eat snacks for dinner; they sleep in their clothes; their friends are over anytime, their dad is so 
friendly and their mum is so cool.” Remember that family? You just thought they’re a better family and 
you sort of wished—I wish my family were more like them. 

Then as you grow older you begin to grapple more and more with the fact that your family, and the 
family you would have traded them in for, are all the same - they have issues! Fights, quarrels, 
disagreements, separation, divorce, estrangement, selfishness, court cases - the works. Families, with 
all their joys, can also be highly exasperating spaces.  

An interesting fact about family is that no one chooses his or her family of origin. Friends, work 
colleagues, neighbors, we have more say in the matter. But when it comes to family, that decision was 
made for us - your sibling is your sibling, your parent is your parent and your child is your child, and 
that’s that. And when families begin to get complicated, you really can’t detach yourself from their 
issues. 

I suspect in some of our families, there are those who are constantly “borrowing” money they never 
plan to repay. Families have that ‘black sheep’ that is struggling with alcohol or substance abuse, and 
they are always causing interesting scenarios at family meet-ups. Then there are those who are just 
difficult and stubborn, they never want to listen to anyone and are sure they are always right. Then 
there are siblings whose rivalry is epic – fighting for influence or property in the family. There are 
more difficult situations where family members are estranged and not talking to others, or where they 

	



are dealing with separation, divorce, emotional and physical abuse, infidelity, and all sorts of unique 
challenges. 

And as much as we may love our families, we are left wondering whether there is any hope for our 
families. Whether we should even bother with them or just move on with our own lives as if they, or at 
least part of them, don’t exist. Can we make our families better? 

Series Blurb:  

Today we kick off a brand new series called Extreme Makeover: Family Edition. Through this series 
we want to see what it takes to build the type of families that we would be proud of. Next we will be 
addressing the area of conflict in family, the week after we talk about what it takes to reconcile, and we 
will close it off by talking about how family decisions made today reverberate through the ages. Today 
we start by interrogating one very simple principle that, if applied right, has the potential to radically 
impact all our families.  

A lot of what we learn about family from the Bible comes from the teachings of Jesus and his 
followers. Jesus taught a lot about love, and how people in general should relate to one another. Then 
after Jesus left, his disciples began to look at the Christian communities that had formed and saw 
families - there were parents, and there were children, and they were all going through the normal 
issues that families go through. And they’re beginning to ask, “Okay, how do we take the teachings of 
Jesus and how do we apply that to family dynamic?” 

 So they broke this down for different members of the families. They began to speak to men and 
husbands, and to women and wives. They spoke to children and they spoke to fathers. They broke 
down the teachings of Jesus and made application to the entire family. In fact in a minute I’m going to 
summarize what the New Testament has to say about family into four very broad statements. Now 
these statements may seem very old-fashioned to us today, but in the first century, and spoken to this 
very Greek-thinking, Roman-behaving culture, these words were revolutionary.  

To appreciate these statements, it is important to understand how families operated back in the day and 
what the prevailing culture was.  

a. For men, they would often treat their women and their wives as second-class citizens. They 
were harsh with their women the way someone would be harsh with a dog or a donkey, because 
they were not more valuable than men. This is what is taught to them. Colossians 3:19, 
“Husbands, love your wives and do not be harsh with them”, and later in 1 Peter 
3:7 - Husbands, in the same way, be considerate as you live with your wives, and treat them 
with respect as the weaker partner and as heirs. 

b. To the women and the wives, this is the teaching given to them - Wives, submit yourselves to 
your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord. You may hear this today and say, “Wait, but you do not 
know my husband. Well, let’s just hold off there, we’ll come back to it”. 



c. Then there was advice for fathers, and this in an era where they wouldn’t even name children 
sometimes, until they knew for sure that they were going to live, because the infant mortality 
rate was so high. Sometimes people would adopt children to leave their inheritance to because 
their own were not that responsible. The advice to fathers flew in the face of everything that 
culture knew about fatherhood. In Col. 3:21 he says “Fathers [and this is amazing that this is in 
the Bible two thousand years ago], do not exasperate [or embitter) your children, or they will 
become discouraged”. 

d. To the Children, The instruction was to obey your parents. Ephesians 6:1 Children, obey your 
parents in the Lord, for this is right. Obedience was an essential part of helping children 
understand how the world they lived in operated.  

So here are the four statements that I believe summarize the New Testament teaching on 
family. Husbands: love your wives and be considerate / Wives: submit to your husbands / Children, 
obey your parents / Fathers, don’t exasperate your children. 

It’s amazing that these teachings even survived the first century, because there was no place for all this 
to gain traction. The New testament audience had never seen a culture that operated under the 
assumption that women and children had the same value as men, and one where men were to love, not 
own, not take advantage of, not look for an opportunity to trade their wives in for newer hotter 
models—they were to love their wives and treat their children with respect.  

It is reasonable to assume that the one they best understood of the four was - “Wives, submit to your 
husbands”. In this highly male-dominated and patriarchal culture, this was not so much expected as it 
was demanded of women. They were, after all, in many respects second-class citizens. Fast-forward to 
today’s culture, and those two little words, “Wives, submit” have remained hugely problematic. In fact 
I suspect as I read them out the temperature of the room immediately went up. Listen, “Wives, submit”. 
Can you hear the echo in the room? If I had the super-power ability to read minds, I could hear 
husbands (and potential husbands) in the room going, “Go on Pastor Wa, you tell them. Tell them what 
the Bible says. Set them straight. Once and for all”. And I could hear the wives saying, “If you know 
what’s good for you, don’t even dare. This is not the ice age”. 

To date, this is one of the most misquoted and misunderstood passages in the Bible, as it is read 
completely out of context. In fact let’s read that text and see if we can pick up the context. Ephesians 
5:22-26 

22 Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands as you do to the Lord.23 For the husband is 
the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the 
Savior. 24 Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit to their husbands 
in everything. 25 Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself 
up for her 26 to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water through the word. 



I’m not sure if you’ve picked up the context, have you? I suspect you missed it, because the key to 
understanding this passage and applying it in a Godly setting is found in the preceding verse. Let’s read 
Eph. 5:21 - “Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ”. 

What the writer here is saying is this, “To all of you who are trying to figure out what this means in the 
family context” he says “let me give you one big overarching principle, and then I’m going to apply it. 
The principle is this - Everybody is to submit to everybody in your family, in other words, mutual 
submission.” 

So even that troublesome verse about wives submitting, is basically an application of an overarching 
principle. And did you see how he finishes it off, he says “Out of reverence to Christ”. In other 
words, we’re not to submit ourselves to each other in the family out of reverence for each other, 
because let’s face it, our family members aren’t always worth submitting to, ourselves included. In 
other words, I’m supposed to submit to the members of my family—not because they’re worth 
submitting to, but because I’m doing it out of reverence for Christ. 

What this is saying is that the hallmark of good families is when each member of the family submits to 
the other. When each member decides to leverage their assets, their time, and their power for the 
benefit of others, and this is whether you are the father, the mother, the sister, the brother, the cousin, 
the aunt, the first born, the middle child or the last born. 

This picture of leveraging power is one they had seen from Jesus himself. I can picture the New 
Testament writers being so overwhelmed by how Jesus did this. They remembered that day in the upper 
room when Jesus recognized that the Father had given him all power and authority, yet in the very next 
moment Jesus takes off his outer garment, puts a towel over his arm, and washes the disciples’ feet. 
And in the moment, the disciples are like “Wait! You are our master, we should be washing your feet”.  

And Jesus said, “I’m setting you as an example that the more power you have, the more authority you 
have, to that extent you should become a servant of the people around you.” So what does this look like 
in family? Just as Jesus, our Lord, submitted himself for those under his authority, so everyone in a 
family should submit themselves to one another out of reverence—not for the people in the family, but 
out of reverence for what Christ did for us, including leveraging his power and position to die for our 
sins.  Jesus introduces us to this powerful principle, the principle of mutual submission.  

Within family the message of mutual submission is this “I am here for you”, and not “I am here for 
me”. It says regardless of where we fall in the hierarchy of family, whether it’s father, mother, or child, 
or third born, or second born, it doesn’t matter. That at the end of the day, I’m here to leverage who I 
am and what I have for your benefit, for your sake. It says that nobody in this family is more important 
than anyone else, and that we are going to mutually submit to one another.  

Now this leads us to what I call the question of mutual submission, and that is “What can I do to 
help?” How can I leverage who I am, what I have, and what I have access to for your benefit? What 
can I do to help? That question is a game changer, because if everybody in your family, at least one 



time a day, to everybody else in the family asked that question, your family dynamic would change. 
Because you know what this is? This is an offer of all I am for all that you need. I am loaning you, me. 

Imagine if someone in your family came up to you every week, and asked you, “What can I do to 
help?” Imagine that question on a rough day, or a long day, or a discouraging day, or a broke day. And 
they came and asked and regardless of what your relationship with them in the past has been like, they 
actually meant it and were interested in helping. Imagine what that would do for your relationship and 
how that would make you feel. Now picture a scenario where everyone in your family did the same, 
and turned to each other with the question, “what can I do to help?” What would that do for your family 
dynamic? That is mutual submission. 

If you are here and are a parent, what would it look like for you, instead of taking up every moment 
correcting and instructing your kids; you said to them, “what can I do to help?” What if this was the 
attitude you took with your parents, regardless of what your relationship was with them. Whether you 
are a college student away from home, or a working adult, and you picked up the phone today, called 
your folks and asked them, “what can I do to help?” 

You are here and you have a spouse or a significant other. What if instead of constantly waiting on 
them to meet your needs and sort you out, and instead of getting angry that they are not meeting your 
needs, you changed your attitude and said, “I’m going to submit to them. I’m going to loan them all I 
have – my energy, my time, my forgiveness. I’m going to ask them ‘what can I do to help?’” What do 
you think that would do for your relationship? 

What if you have a sibling or some family member, and for some reason you are estranged from them. 
What if you said, “Yes, you’ve hurt me. Yes, you’ve taken advantage of me”. But what if you decided 
today, “I’m going to do for you what Jesus did for me, and I’m going to take the first step and ask, 
‘What can I do for you?” Isn’t that what Jesus did? Remember Romans 5:8, - But God demonstrates 
[he did something] his own love toward us, [that we’re to demonstrate toward others] in that while we 
were yet sinners, Christ died for us.” 

“What can I do to help?” this question of mutual submission is powerful. It says, “I’m aware. I’m 
aware that you carry a burden. I’m aware of what you’re doing. I’m aware of the responsibility you 
carry. I’m not trying to interfere, but is there anything I can do to help? Is there anything I can do? Is 
there any way to leverage my extra time? Is there any way to leverage my talents? Is there anything I 
can do that can take something off of you so that you can go further faster in whatever it is that God has 
called you to do in relationship to our home? What can I do to help?”  

I can understand some people being afraid of this question, and fearing that if they ask it they will be 
taken advantage of. That someone is just dying to say, “Now that you asked…” I can hear others say, 
“that’s all well and good, but you do not know my family’, and I think that’s a fair comment. I cannot 
say I have the answer that will take away all our concerns and ease all our fears. The one thing we can 
do is take a look at Jesus, and learn from his example. There’s a sense in which God looked at this 
messed up world, and Jesus said, “Father, what can I do to help?” And then the Father said, “You don’t 



want to know.” “No really, what can I do to help?” “It’s going to cost you your life.” “I’ll do that.” 
“You’re going to have to go down there and be number two, not number one. The people down there 
are difficult, and obstinate, and will take advantage of you, and will hurt you, and betray you over and 
over”. And Jesus said, “I’ll do that.”  

Out of reverence for the fact that that’s what our savior did for us, he calls us to do the same. It cost 
Jesus, and the reality is that if we are determined to have a great family, it is going to cost us too. It may 
cost us our time, our energy, our money, and our sweat. Unless we are willing to pay some sort of 
price, unless we are willing to engage in this question and ask, “What can I do to help?” you risk never 
having a great family.  

Imagine what this would look like in a family, if all members took their cues from what God did 
through Christ, and they extended that to members of their family. Imagine people leveraging their 
time, their talents, their money, and their resources for the sake of everybody else in a family. 

This week, try it. Try asking as many members of your family the question, “What can I do to help?” 
Even if you don’t completely mean it, try it. Even if you’re saying it through your teeth, try it. Try it as a 
test and see what will happen. But try it also out of reverence for Christ. 

  

PRAYER 

·      Pray for those who are in difficult family and relational spaces.  

·      Pray for those who need the strength to go out and say “what can I do to help?” this week. 

·      Plug SIMAMA – As Mavuno, we believe strongly in family, and believe that family is central to 
God’s plan of the redemption of His people. We also believe that family is under attack, and that the 
enemy would love to see families destroyed. Our prayer and desire is that the families at Mavuno 
would be strong and healthy. As a result we want to continue to invest heavily in family. Early next 
year, as part of life-group process, we are going to be engaging the entire Mavuno family across all our 
campuses in a ten-week experience called SIMAMA, which will help us identify our own personal 
struggles, and find victory over them for ourselves and our families. We will be telling you more about 
this in the weeks to come, but please prepare yourselves as a life-group. If you are not in an LG yet, we 
will be telling you how to engage in the weeks to come.  

·      Invite congregants to invite their family members to this series. 


